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Abstract
Background: Foliage residue decline data are used to re�ne the risk assessment for herbivorous birds and mammals foraging in �elds
treated with plant protection products. For evaluation, current EFSA guidance has a clear focus on single-�rst order (SFO) kinetic models.
However, other kinetic models are well established in other areas of environmental risk evaluations (eg, soil residue assessment), and easy-
to-use calculation tools have become available now. We provide case studies with 6 fungicides how such evaluations can be conducted
with two of these tools (KinGUII and TREC) that have been developed by Bayer.

Results: SFO kinetics provided the best �ts only for 13 of 36 residue decline studies conducted in a standardized design under �eld
conditions. Biphasic models (double �rst order in parallel, hockey stick) were often superior and sometimes more conservative for risk
assessment. The additional effort is manageable when using software such as KinGUII and TREC, and appears justi�ed by the more
reliable outcome of the evaluations.

Conclusions: Further research would be useful to better assess the extent to which non-SFO better �ts foliage residue decline, but our study
suggests that it may be a signi�cant proportion. Therefore we encourage the use of biphasic models in the regulatory risk assessment for
herbivorous birds and mammals, in the ongoing revision of the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) guidance document from 2009.

Background
The regulatory risk assessment for birds and wild mammals which may be exposed in �elds treated with plant protection products in the
European Union (EU) is conducted according to guidance from the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA 2009). A key element of this
guidance is the calculation of residues that animals would ingest with their food when they forage on plant foliage, seeds or invertebrates
from treated �elds. Typically, the exposure assessment for herbivorous birds and mammals drives the overall risk characterization for
terrestrial vertebrates because of the high residues for foliage (due to a high surface to volume ratio) and high food intake rates (due to the
low usable energy content of leaves), compared to seeds or invertebrates.

For spray applications, these residues are estimated with a standard equation that employs the application rate (in kg active substance per
hectare), the so-called RUD (residue-per unit dose, speci�c for different food items), and two factors related to the time course of the residue
concentrations: the multiple-application factor MAF (to account for residue accumulation) and the time-weighted average factor fTWA (to
account for residue dissipation over a certain time window, usually 21 days).

In the initial (“Tier1”) risk assessment, both MAF and 21d-fTWA are calculated with a default dissipation half-live (DT50) of 10 days. This
“generic” DT50 of 10 days on foliage is appropriately conservative for a Tier 1 assessment, since most real DT50 values are clearly lower
(Willis & McDowell 1987, Ebeling & Wang 2018). These real DT50 values are usually generated in �eld residue studies, conducted either as
part of the standard residue trials for MRL (maximum residue limit) setting, or in speci�c residue decline trials conducted to inform a
re�ned bird and mammal risk assessment.

Not much guidance is given in EFSA (2009) how to conduct and evaluate these residue decline trials for ecotoxicological risk assessment
purposes, other than the equations in its appendix H for calculation of MAF and fTWA with SFO kinetics. A more recent EFSA publication on
discussions from the EFSA expert meetings (EFSA 2019) provides much more guidance on how to report and evaluate �eld residue trials
for ecotoxicological purposes, however there is still not much more information on the kinetic models to use for the evaluation of the DT50
than the reference to SFO and the remark that some experts also considered the option to calculate a surrogate DT50 from the DT90 / 3.32
that is determined with the �rst-order multi-compartment (FOMC) model.

In other areas of the environmental risk assessment for plant protection products, more elaborate guidance and techniques for kinetic
evaluation of residue decline data have been generated over the last years, one of the most prominent being FOCUS (2014). In this
guidance four models are proposed, one being the well-known SFO and three other models as given below to describe non-SFO behaviour
such as bi-phasic decline curves. In this guidance, the SFO model is preferred mainly for two reasons. Firstly, it is parsimonious and has
only two parameters while the other models have three or four. Secondly, because of an operational reason: Almost all regulatory exposure
models used for soil or water exposure assessment (eg FOCUS-PEARL) which employ these kinetic parameters can handle only SFO
kinetics. For this reason, rules were developed to derive SFO DT50 surrogates from bi-phasic kinetic parameters such as mentioned above
for FOMC kinetics. Criteria for the selection of a speci�c model were i) visual acceptable �t, ii) statistical measures for goodness of �t, and
iii) su�ciently small parameter uncertainty. Especially the latter criterion was introduced to safeguard a certain robustness of predictions
beyond the experimental time period.
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Parts of the FOCUS (2014) guidance have been employed by EFSA (2019), amongst others the preference for SFO. However, the main
reason to prefer SFO by FOCUS (2014), i.e. that the relevant fate models can only deal with SFO, does not apply to residue decline in plant
foliage or the calculation of MAF and fTWA values. More complex kinetic models than SFO have also already been applied to plant residue
decline studies in the consumer risk assessment context (Fantke & Juraske 2013, Noegrohati et al. 2019) and in the honeybee risk
assessment (Kyriakopoulou et al. 2017), so it is unclear why the evaluation of plant foliage residues for bird and wild mammals would only
be conducted with SFO models when suitable calculation tools are available.

 In our study we therefore aimed to conduct case studies on evaluation of foliage residue decline data with the 4 established kinetic
standard models SFO, FOMC, DFOP (double-�rst-order-in parallel) & HS (hockey-stick) which are used for regulatory exposure assessment
in soil, groundwater or surface waters according to FOCUS (2014) guidance.

Even if the EFSA documents (2009, 2019) do not provide any explanation for the reluctance to use non-SFO models also for plant residue
decline data in bird and mammal risk assessment, it appears likely that the lack of appropriate calculation tools is part of the answer. Time-
weighted average (TWA) calculations in the area of birds and mammals are typically needed for multiple applications with a moving time
window, and this is not trivial for non-SFO kinetics. Until now, there do not seem to be appropriate tools published and accepted for
regulatory uses in the EU.

Bayer has developed such tools and made them publicly available: KinGUII and TREC. KinGUII is an R-based tool to analyze residue decline
data for complete metabolic pathways with 4 kinetic models, and generates the optimum �t parameter (kinetic parameter) for the decline
data at hand. It is a follow-up version of KinGUI which was based on the mathematical software MATLAB. KinGUII has been evaluated and
recommended in systematic reviews of available calculation tools (Tang et al 2014; Ranke et al 2018). KinGUII as well as its predecessor
version have been frequently used for kinetic evaluations submitted for pesticide authorisation eg according to regulation 1107/2009 in
Europe.

TREC is a new Excel©-based tool to employ these kinetic �t parameters to any new exposure scenario including multiple applications, and
generates MAF and TWA residues (Weyers et al. 2019).

Here, we use KinGUII to analyse residue decline data measured within 10-14 days after a single application with SFO, DFOP, FOMC and HS
kinetic models, and then we feed TREC with the kinetic parameter from KinGUII to predict the residue time course and TWA concentrations
for a multi-application scenario (2 repeated applications with a 10 day interval).

We demonstrate the use of KinGUII and TREC with the data from residue decline trials conducted with 6 fungicidal active substances.
There is no speci�c reason for why selecting these compounds other than that the available data set is particularly suitable for this
exercise. Fungicides are often used in multiple applications with short intervals, so that a moving time window calculator is needed to
identify the worst case 21-d window.

The data set of 36 trials used for this exercise was conducted with a standardized design following OECD TG 509 (OECD 2009), where a
single spray application was made under �eld conditions on young cereals (wheat or barley) in spring at BBCH stages (Meier et al. 2018)
close to BBCH 30, a surrogate for grassy ground vegetation that may be eaten by herbivorous birds and mammals, with 7 foliage
samplings following the application.

In our evaluations, we employed all 4 kinetic FOCUS models in KinGUII (SFO, DFOP, FOMC and HS) to each residue decline data set, and
then fed the KinGUII output into TREC to calculate the residue time course with each of the models for an application pattern of 2
applications with a 10d interval. With that approach, we could directly compare the �t quality of each trial under standardized conditions,
and also determine the predicted residue concentrations from the case study application pattern.

We aimed to answer the following questions in our evaluations:

How suitable is the standard design in the trials employed in our evaluations ? Do we get at least one model with an acceptable �t ?

Which kinetic model gives the best �t to each data set ? Is it justi�ed to limit the accepted kinetic models to SFO ? How often is a non-
SFO �t better than SFO ? Is it conservative to focus on SFO ?

How conservative is the option to calculate a surrogate SFO-DT50 as FOMC-DT90 divided by 3.32 when compared to the best-�t model
predictions ?

Is it necessary to have 7 samplings per trial, or would a reduced sampling design with e.g. 3 well-spaced sampling times also generate
acceptable predictions for the residues in our case study application scenario ?
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With these evaluations we hope to inform the discussions and development of the revised EFSA GD for birds and mammals, particularly
with regard to embracing non-SFO models for bird and wild mammal risk assessment, and also present 2 candidate tools (KinGUII and
TREC) that would be suited for these calculations.

Materials And Methods
Data: Residue decline data were obtained from �eld studies conducted in the EU. In each of the studies, a single spray application was
made with a fungicidal product on young cereal plants.

In each trial, 7 samplings were normally taken on days 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10 after application. However, 2 trials are included which were
sampled at days 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 14, and some trials included samplings on day 4 or 6 instead of day 5 or similar. Nevertheless, no trials
are included which lack samplings on day 0, 3 and 10, because day 0 is necessary for a proper decline curve, and days 3 and 10 are
necessary for a speci�c side-investigation where we looked at the impact on TWA calculations of having trials with only 3 but suitably
spaced sampling time points (here: days 0, 3 and 10).

Many of these trials were conducted with mixed formulations, but speci�c care was taken that each trial is included only once in the data
base (i.e., trials that were conducted with a mixture of 2 compounds a and b were either used in the data set for compound a or compound
b, but never twice). Otherwise the assignment of the trials was arranged in such a way that the data set for each compound comprised data
from both European residue zones (North and South), where possible.

All trials were conducted according to regulatory standard guidelines (OECD TG 509), and under Good laboratory Practice (GLP). Validated
residue analysis methods were employed with certi�ed analytical standards, and most of the trials were already submitted and reviewed by
regulatory authorities in the EU.

Evaluations with KinGUII: KinGUII v2.1 (Witt et al., 2014)

For each of the 6 active substances (�uopyram, tri�oxystrobin, spiroxamine, �uopicolide, tebuconazole and propineb), 6 trials were
evaluated (n = 36). Each trial was evaluated with SFO (single �rst order), DFOP (double �rst order in parallel), FOMC (�rst-order multi-
compartment) and HS (hockey stick) kinetic models in KinGUII, resulting in 156 sets of kinetic parameters. All parameters including the
initial residue value were �tted.

Fit quality assessment: Each �t was quantitatively assessed based on the Chi2- value, which is a metric to calculate the goodness of �t.
The Chi2- value mainly describes the average deviation between measured and �tted values relative to the average of the measured values.
According to FOCUS (2014), good �ts should provide Chi2-values ≤ 15% for laboratory soil residue dissipation studies, under �eld
conditions Chi2 ≤ 25% may be acceptable. Additionally the visual �t of the curve was scored (good �t = 1, acceptable �t = 2, bad �t =3) for
the residues themselves, and for the residuals as proposed by EFSA (2019). These scores aim to express in number how well the curve
visually appeared to capture the observed decline residue pattern. Essential features assessed are whether deviations of the �tted curve
from the measurements are of random or of systematic nature and whether absolute deviations vary more or less at which parts of the
decline curve. 

Parameter uncertainty was not considered as a criterion because this factor becomes more relevant when the model predictions are made
beyond the conditions of the experiment from which the parameter was derived. This was not the case here because typically most of the
residues had dissipated within the experimental period of 10 days. For the simulations in our case studies (2 applications with 10 day
interval and a moving time window of 21 days) the determination of a TWA does not involve much extrapolation because the window
usually ends on day 11 after the second application.

These 3 �t quality descriptors were combined in one single value per trial and kinetic which we call “�t quality” (FQ), calculated as the
product of Chi2 × visual �t score (�t) × residual �t score (res). For instance, a �t with a Chi2-value of 7.3%, a good visual �t (�t score = 1)
and acceptable distribution of the residuals (res score =2) gets an FQ value of 7.3 x 1 x 2 = 14.6. The kinetic model that provides the lowest
FQ value for a given trial is called the best-�t model for this trial.

The combination of visual �t score (�t) × residual �t score (res) puts more weight on the visual �t assessment than on the statistical
goodness of �t (Chi2), because the visual assessment is the most important measure to distinguish between SFO and non-SFO kinetics.
Assessing the visual �t both based on the normal �ts and based on residual �ts, makes the decision on the score more robust, because
each of the views provides different aspects of �t quality. For instance, the overall �t, and its shape (for comparing the different kinetic
types), is best assessed in the normal plot. The number of consecutive points on the same side of, and their distance from, the zero line
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and thus the pattern and extent of deviations is seen at �rst glance in the residual plot. The use of 2 visual scores (�t and res) often
accelerates and facilitates the visual assessment of a �t, and generates the intended predominance in a systematic matter. Chi2 then
mainly serves to select among �ts of equal visual quality rating.

Additionally, KinGUII was also employed with a reduced data set, consisting only of 3 measurements (days 0, 3 and 10) for each trial,
termed SFO3. These reduced data sets were only evaluated with SFO kinetics, as the degrees of freedom with only 3 data points are not
su�cient for non-SFO models. This reduced data was used to assess the impact of a low-quality data set on the residue predictions in the
risk assessment compared to the best-�t model for the full data set. This reduced data set provided the SFO3-DT50.

Finally a surrogate SFO-DT50 was generated by dividing the FOMC-DT90 by 3.32. Again, the residue prediction with this surrogate SFO-
DT50 was compared against the best �t model, in order to assess the level of conservativeness associated with such procedure. This
approach is called FOMC90 in this article.

In total 6 kinetic evaluation results were generated per trial (SFO, SFO3, DFOP, FOMC, FOMC90, HS) with KinGUII, resulting in 36 x 6 = 216
TWA assessment runs in TREC.

Evaluations with TREC: TREC is an Excel-based calculator that allows residue decline simulations for the 4 kinetic models in KinGUII (SFO,
DFOP, FOMC and HS) for any agricultural use scenario (multiple applications with varying inter-application intervals and use rates), and
provides multi-application factors (MAF) and TWA-factors (fTWA) for use in bird and mammals risk assessments according to EFSA (2009).
The TREC tool was presented at the SETAC conference in Helsinki 2019 (Weyers et al. 2019) and is included in the supporting information
�les of this article.

The kinetic parameter derived by KinGUII-analysis for the 36 �eld residue decline data sets were employed in TREC, separated per kinetic
model (i.e. one �le with all 36 SFO-evaluations, one �le with all 36 DFOP evaluations etc.). In order to run TREC, the same application
scenario was applied to all compounds (2 applications with a 10 day interval) which is not untypical for fungicides like the 6 model
compounds. The mean RUD of 54.2 for grass and cereals was selected (EFSA 2009), so that the RUD category in TREC matched with the
matrix from the decline trials. The selected application rate of 1 kg a.s./ha was however arbitrary and just chosen for sake of simplicity,
because for our case study calculations it only mattered that the same scenario is simulated for all compounds. As we limit our evaluation
of the TREC results to MAF and fTWA, the settings of application rate and RUD are irrelevant, since they do only in�uence the absolute
residue concentrations and not the dissipation; application rate and RUD are only needed for TREC running properly.

From the TREC output, the MAF and the 21-d moving time window TWA factor (21d fTWA) were extracted and multiplied in order to compute
the trial- and kinetic-speci�c 21-d residues (21-d RES) which was the key metric for the following comparisons.

Results
Fit quality FQ was calculated as Chi2 × �t × res, i.e. the smaller FQ, the better the �t. In 5 cases, FQ was identical in DFOP and HS models so
that the total number of best FQ was 36+5=41 (in these 5 cases the model delivering the higher 21-d RES was selected as best �t model for
later evaluations).

 

For 13 out of the 36 trials, SFO model kinetics provided the lowest FQ. Thus, non-SFO �ts were better than SFO �ts in the majority of cases,
with HS most frequently providing the best �t. Overall, FOMC was least often the best �t model. Slight preference of SFO by allowing for
Chi2 being 2 percentage-points higher than for the best model, and requiring the same scores for visual �t and residual �t as the best
model, would increase the number of trials associated with the SFO model to 17 (one of these cases is trial 18-2950-02). So there seems to
be a number of borderline cases but still half of the trials would remain non-SFO.

SFO model kinetics provided the best FQ for 6 trials with �uopyram, 3 trials with tri�oxystrobin and for one trial only with each of the other
4 compounds. Thus, the best-�t decline models for 4 out of 6 compounds were dominated by non-SFO kinetics.

The values for the 21-d RES (calculated as MAF x 21d fTWA) are displayed in Table 4, with the best-�t model highlighted in bold. The
maximum ratio between the highest and the lowest 21-d RES with the 4 models was 2.15 for a single trial (17-2950-02), and the mean
ratios per compound ranged from 1.02 (�uopyram) to 1.52 (spiroxamine). The extreme ratios for max/min and SFO/best �t 21-d RES are
for the datasets where SFO gave a poor �t in the kinetic evaluation (visual �t and/or residual score of 3).
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The comparison of 21-d RES prediction with surrogate DT50 (FOMC DT90 / 3.32) against 21-d RES with best �t model is presented in
Table 5. A signi�cant overestimation with the FOMC90-DT50 was observed for the 5 compounds where the best �t models are not
predominantly SFO.

We also investigated the difference when using the SFO3-DT50 (calculated with KinGUII after removal of all data points except days 0, 3
and 10) for the TREC calculations instead of the best �t model. Accepting such thin data would be of regulatory concern if it leads to a
signi�cant overestimation of the true dissipation rate, and in turn an underestimation of 21-d RES as the exposure concentrations for risk
assessment. For the 6 case study compounds at hand, the mean 21-d RES estimate with the best �t model was very similar (within +/-
10%) to the mean 21-d RES estimate with SFO3 for 5 compounds, and for the remaining compound (�uopyram) the mean deviation was
only 16% and that into the direction of an underestimation of the true dissipation (i.e., of no regulatory concern).

Discussion
Our �rst question we wanted to answer with the case studies was whether the standard design employed in the 36 trials was appropriate,
i.e. providing for a high chance to generate the data needed for a successful kinetic evaluation: How often do we get at least one model
with an acceptable �t ?

In our evaluation we have not used an exclusion criterion, rather aimed to “punish” bad �ts by the multiplication of Chi2 x �t score x
residuals score which results in the �t quality parameter FQ. Since the best possible score for �t and residuals is 1, the best possible FQ-
value equals the Chi2-result. Following FOCUS (2014) guidance, a threshold of 15% for Chi2 is used for laboratory trials, and 25% would still
be good enough for �eld trials. Thus, FQ values of ≤ 25 would indicate overall good �t of the model to the data. FQ values of up to 100
would result for trials with acceptable visual scores (2) for the �t and the residuals, combined with a Chi2-value of up to 25%.

Hence, a possible target for a standard design could be to achieve FQ ≤ 100. In our data set of the 36 trials, all FQ values for the best �t
were below 100 except for trial 18-2954-02 with FQ = 104 and thus very slightly above this target (Table 1). That means, our target was
achieved in 97% of all 36 evaluated trials, indicating that the sampling scheme of days 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10 may be a suitable balance of
measurement efforts and the reliability of the outcome.

However, the comparison with the results with the truncated datasets (SFO3: only sampling data retained for days 0, 3 and 10) indicated
that even such a limited design would often provide acceptable estimates for the residue dissipation rates (Table 6). Compared to the 21-d
RES from the best �t model for each trial, the 21-d RES for the SFO3 evaluations were on average within +/- 10%, except for one compound
(�uopyram) where the mean difference was 16% (and that on the side of an underestimation of the dissipation rate, i.e. not more critical
and thus of no regulatory concern). With only 3 data points, the uncertainty of the �t is potentially higher than with more data points. For
our data set, the number of trials where 21-d RES for SFO3 is < 95% of the 21-d RES of the best �t is 12 of 36 (33%). This is comparable to
the number of trials (14) where 21-d RES for SFO7 is < 95% of the best �t. However, the variation of the mean 21-d RES for SFO3 (CoV
30.6%) is slightly higher than the variation with the best �t 21-d RES (CoV 24.6%).

EFSA (2019) had stated that the number of samplings should never be < 4 for an acceptable residue dissipation trial. Our assessment here
would indicate however that the error from accepting SFO evaluation of trials with only 3 samplings is often small, at least if the 3
sampling dates are suitably arranged. Taking into account that a typical foliage residue SFO-DT50 was found at about 3 days (Ebeling &
Wang 2017), a good coverage of the dissipation can be expected with samplings on day 0 (100%), day 3 (50 %) and day 10 (ca. 10%), and
that is probably the reason why the 21-d RES results with SFO3 are so similar to the 21-d RES from the respective best-�t model with the
complete data (all 7 samplings) (Table 6). Another reason stems from the fact that 21-d RES is an integrated quantity which smooths
deviations of single measuring points and is inherently more robust. Thus, regulatory acceptance of data-sets with a low but well-timed
number of samplings could be considered case-by-case, for instance when the initially measured residues have declined to about 10-20%
until the last sampling and the resulting DT50 is no obvious outlier.

On the other hand, our data evaluation suggests that using a surrogate DT50 from dividing the FOMC-DT90 by 3.32 (as mentioned in EFSA
2019) is often a signi�cant and unnecessary underestimation of the dissipation rate as determined in the respective best �t model (Table
5). This surrogate DT50 can also be calculated from the DT90 in DFOP or HS �ts that are generated with KinGUII, if their �t is better than
FOMC (which is often the case in our data set), and this would be appropriate where a tool like TREC is not available or in use. However,
when there is anyway already an FOMC model �tted to the data (as would be needed to determine an FOMC-DT90), then it would appear
simple enough and appropriate to directly involve the real FOMC parameter alpha and beta in a tool like TREC instead of a surrogate SFO-
DT50.
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Justi�cation to include all 4 kinetic KinGUII models in the evaluation instead of limiting the assessment to SFO can also be deduced from
the comparison of the 21-d RES with SFO to the 21-d RES with the respective best �t model (Table 4): in ca. 40% of all cases (14 of 36), the
best �t 21-d RES with SFO is smaller than with the respective best �t (i.e., in these cases SFO underestimates the MAF and TWA). In
general, the difference is not large (on average 7 % over all trials), but for a speci�c compound the difference can be larger (e.g., about 40%
for spiroxamine), particularly if the SFO �ts are visually bad or borderline and thus di�cult to accept. For individual trials, the difference
was over 50% (16-2958-01, 17-2950-02). Especially for these trials with bad or borderline SFO �ts, bi-phasic modelling is the best way to
use the information from these trials. Thus, inclusion of non-SFO kinetics allows more realistic and robust DT50 determinations, and can
lead to more protective re�ned risk assessments.

In their literature review, Fantke & Juraske (2013) concluded that residue dissipation would generally be well described by single-�rst-order
kinetics, which appears to contradict our �ndings. However, they could calculate non-SFO �ts only for a part of the studies in their database
(due to lack of detailed residue concentrations reported in many of the original publications), and apparently applied a criterion of factor 2
as threshold for differences between DT50s. In view of the large variability in the data set, this may be a reasonable approach, but in a
regulatory context a factor of 2 may often be relevant for decision making. Furthermore the apparent DT50 in non-SFO kinetics can only
inform about the time to dissipation of the �rst 50% and tells very little about the dissipation rates of the second half of the residues, so it is
not surprising that they did not see the better �t of the non-SFO kinetics as in our case studies. However, also Fantke & Juraske (2013)
acknowledged that there are residue decline data that are signi�cantly better described with other than SFO kinetics, and suggest to check
different kinetic models for their �t to the data in future experimental studies.

There may be also reasons for non-SFO behaviour from a theoretical point of view. We consider here the total plant residues which is the
sum of residues on the plant surface and in different plant tissues. These residues may be subjected simultaneously to different
dissipation processes depending on their residence. Residues in the plant may be redistributed, degraded, diluted by growth or recharged by
uptake from the plant surface. Residues on the plant surface may dissipate by photolysis, volatilisation, wash-off or uptake into the plant.
Assuming that the single processes could be described by SFO the multiple overlay of this processes with different individual rate
constants can easily produce an overall non-SFO behaviour.

Thus, there are overall good reasons to expand the range of kinetic models over the standard SFO, and include at least the 3 additional
models used for regulatory environmental exposure assessment (DFOP, FOMC, HS) also for evaluating residue decline trials in the
ecotoxicology area, at least for foliage residues as the key element of the herbivorous bird and mammal assessment, which is typically the
driver behind the need for more realistic exposure assessments. Appropriate tools for this purpose are now available with KinGUII and
TREC, and the outcome of our case study evaluations con�rms that this is possible without undue extra-efforts, and that it leads to more
robust re�nements in the risk assessment. We would therefore recommend considering these suggestions in the ongoing revision of the
EFSA GD for birds and mammals.

Interestingly, all our 6 case study compounds are included in the residue data compilation and evaluation of Fantke et al (2014) who aimed
to develop a model predicting half-lives in plants based on various parameters like structural similarities of physicochemical properties.
They report modelled mean half-lives (and 95% con�dence intervals) of 5.51 d (1.29−23.61) for �uopyram, 3.72 d (1.80−7.70) for
tri�oxystrobin, 10.20 d (5.70−18.25) for spiroxamine, 8.16 d (1.91−34.94) for �uopicolide, 7.67 d (6.46−9.11) for tebuconazole, and 3.50 d
(3.17−3.87) for propineb. Except for spiroxamine the modelled DT50s with their con�dence ranges are similar to our results, but for
spiroxamine their modelled dissipation appears much slower than measured in our trials. This may be related to the pronounced non-SFO
pro�le of spiroxamine in our case study trials, which might be less well captured in the model �ts used by Fantke et al. 2014. Additionally,
their modelled DT50 of spiroxamine is based also on trials with other plant material than the cereal foliage in our case studies, where the
dissipation rate may be different. Fantke et al (2014) have also compared and discussed the range of factors behind the variability
between compounds, crops and trials, and conclude that “there is more than one process contributing to overall dissipation from plants
and that these processes go in a counter-direction”. For that discussion, the reader is directed to their paper.

In any case, it should be noted that the purpose of our evaluations was not to establish a regulatory DT50 for the 6 compounds but to
evaluate a set of trials with a standard design. That meant that we had to exclude some additional other residue decline studies which are
available but in unequal numbers of trials, and partly with deviating sampling schemes. Here we decided to work with a deliberately
reduced but standard data set, whilst for a DT50 proposal for regulatory risk assessments all available data per compound should be
considered. Therefore the results of our case studies are not to be used directly in regulatory assessments without taking also into account
the results of the other residue decline trials which are not included here. However, we would not expect large changes of the conclusions if
we had evaluated all currently available studies for our 6 case study compounds. Overall, the rapid dissipation rates which we found here in
cereal foliage are in very good agreement with the �ndings by Ebeling and Wang (2018) for a variety of leafy plant matrices.
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Based on these �ndings, short DT50 values may be typical for foliage residues in ground vegetation of relevance for exposure of
herbivorous birds and mammals on treated �elds. We used an application interval of 10 days which is in our experience quite typical for
fungicides that need to be repeatedly applied to maintain the e�cacy (actually, our short DT50s may explain why they need to be applied in
relatively short intervals). Certainly, there are cases with more applications of fungicides than 2, but 2 is quite typical for the compounds
which we assessed, and too frequent applications also sometimes pose problems with resistance development. Where there is the need to
assess many applications with short intervals that fall into the 21-d time window, then the use of TREC is even more attractive because the
work saved with that automatic calculation tool may be even more considerable. The 21-d time window for bird and mammal risk
assessment is a convention with no explicit justi�cation, however this duration appears to �t to the duration of key reproductive phases in
the toxicity studies that generate the risk assessment endpoint, like the embryonic phase for the avian test species (Bobwhite quail, Mallard
duck), or the gestation and lactation phases in the rat reproduction study which is typically used for wild mammal risk assessment.

We developed the approach of calculating �t quality scores as product of Chi2 x �t score x res score speci�cally for this article, and found it
worked well and was reasonably effective: the visual �t helps to detect a biphasic nature, and the residual plot helps to assess the amount
of scatter, but not only as average number (as in the Chi2 value) but also with regard to its location on the curve, the systematicity of the
scatter, and the relative distance to the straight line (i.e. the “weight” of the scatter). For our exercise, we feel quite comfortable not to apply
strict triggers for acceptability of a trial, rather to punish bad �ts so that the best �t is (relatively) easy to identify. The decision if that best
�t is good enough in a regulatory context depends on that context, e.g. the level of conservativeness required or the overall weight of
evidences under consideration.

In our opinion the visual �t scores should be more important than other criteria like parameter uncertainty, unless you need signi�cant
temporal extrapolation (as for example in FOCUS groundwater assessment where comparatively low residues matter if they persist over
long time).

Our focus is primarily on the use of foliar residue decline data in the risk assessment for herbivorous birds and mammals, where the time
window is short, and residues declined below 10-20% of the peak are usually not of concern in these risk assessments. Furthermore, the
vegetation on arable �elds is regularly removed by harvest, mowing, plowing and other measures, so that long-term kinetics in foliage are
of much lower relevance than long-term kinetics in soil.

Therefore we did not incorporate parameter uncertainty in our evaluation. Sources of prediction uncertainty like representation of variable
environmental conditions would in our view be best addressed by a su�cient number of trials conducted under contrasting but relevant
conditions.

The primary purpose of our paper is to explore how available new calculation tools could be used to evaluate plant residue dissipation
kinetics in a regulatory context. We found that the additional application of non-SFO kinetics certainly increases the workload for the
evaluation, but not very much when using KinGUII and TREC as calculation tools. Further research would be useful to better assess the
extent to which non-SFO better �ts foliage residue decline, but our limited explorations suggest that it may be a signi�cant proportion.
Therefore we would like to encourage the use of non-SFO kinetic models in the regulatory risk assessment for herbivorous birds and
mammals, and to provide detailed related guidance for that in the ongoing revision of the EFSA GD (2009).

Conclusions
The standardized design in the 36 residue decline trials with the 6 fungicides allowed an acceptable kinetic �t with KinGUII for all cases.
Best �ts with SFO were obtained only for 13 cases, thus non-SFO kinetics clearly dominated. This non-SFO pattern was only visible
because of the high initial sampling frequency in our trials. Removing all data points except for sampling dates 0, 3 and 10 allowed only
SFO-DT50 calculation but showed that even small data sets may be informative and without major impacts on the level, or the variability,
of time-weighted average residues calculated with TREC for the tested case studies. The biphasic models DFOP and HS most often
provided the best �t in KinGUII, and sometimes also more conservative exposure predictions with TREC. Therefore we encourage the
adoption of biphasic models in the regulatory exposure and risk assessment for herbivorous birds and mammals, in the ongoing revision
of the EFSA guidance document from 2009.
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Compound Trial Country SFO DFOP FOMC HS
Chi2 fit res FQ Chi2 fit res FQ Chi2 fit res FQ Chi2 fit res FQ

Fluopyram 18-2954-
01

SP 20.45 2 2 81.8 24.34 2 2 97.4 22.09 2 3 132.5 24.34 2 2 97.4

18-2954-
02

SP 26.05 2 2 104.2 31.01 2 2 124.0 28.14 2 3 168.8 31.01 2 2 124.0

18-2954-
03

BUL 8.185 1 2 16.4 9.742 1 2 19.5 8.842 1 2 17.7 9.742 1 2 19.5

18-2951-
01

DE 17.66 2 2 70.6 21.02 2 2 84.1 19.08 2 2 76.3 21.02 2 2 84.1

18-2951-
02

DE 7.293 1 2 14.6 8.681 1 2 17.4 7.878 1 2 15.8 8.68 1 2 17.4

18-2951-
03

BE 7.582 1 2 15.2 9.024 1 2 18.0 8.19 1 2 16.4 9.024 1 2 18.0

Trifloxystrobin 15-2953-
01

FR-N 3.148 1 1 3.1 2.535 1 1 2.5 3.284 1 1 3.3 3.706 1 1 3.7

15-2953-
02

UK 7.962 1 2 15.9 9.477 1 2 19.0 8.601 1 2 17.2 9.477 1 2 19.0

15-2953-
03

IT 13.38 2 2 53.5 15.04 2 2 60.2 13.89 2 2 55.6 14.07 2 2 56.3

16-2951-
01

FR-N 19.15 3 2 114.9 4.257 1 1 4.3 5.522 1 1 5.5 4.125 1 1 4.1

16-2951-
02

DE 8.132 1 2 16.3 5.791 1 1 5.8 5.757 1 1 5.8 6.119 1 1 6.1

16-2955-
01

FR-S 10.25 2 2 41.0 12.2 2 2 48.8 11.07 2 2 44.3 10.6 2 2 42.4

Spiroxamine 16-2958-
01

FR-N 25.67 3 3 231.0 2.997 1 1 3.0 5.666 1 1 5.7 2.997 1 1 3.0

16-2958-
02

DE 6.534 1 1 6.5 7.76 1 1 7.8 7.058 1 1 7.1 7.576 1 1 7.6

16-2958-
03

NL 21.90 2 3 131.4 4.505 1 1 4.5 10.41 1 2 20.8 4.706 1 1 4.7

17-2950-
01

DE 18.64 2 3 111.8 4.574 1 1 4.6 5.046 1 1 5.0 2.538 1 1 2.5

17-2950-
02

FR-N 27.09 3 3 243.8 3.842 1 1 3.8 6.488 1 1 6.5 3.842 1 1 3.8

17-2950-
03

NL 15.01 2 3 90.1 2.013 1 1 2.0 7.24 1 1 7.2 2.013 1 1 2.0

Fluopicolide 18-2950-
01

DE 20.81 2 2 83.2 14.67 1 1 14.7 14.25 1 1 14.3 18.9 2 2 75.6

18-2950-
02

DE 5.244 1 1 5.2 3.482 1 1 3.5 5.14 1 1 5.1 5.975 1 1 6.0

18-2950-
03

NL 16.29 2 2 65.2 19.38 2 2 77.5 15.81 2 2 63.2 15.31 1 2 30.6

18-2950-
04

BE 3.258 1 1 3.3 1.822 1 1 1.8 2.68 1 1 2.7 3.377 1 1 3.4

18-2955-
02

IT 7.673 2 2 30.7 8.652 2 2 34.6 7.867 2 2 31.5 8.208 2 2 32.8

18-2955-
04

GR 13.51 2 2 54.0 14.4 2 2 57.6 13.47 2 2 53.9 13.42 2 2 53.7

Tebuconazole E
3082938-
3-01

DE 17.79 2 2 71.2 15.06 1 1 15.1 14.8 2 2 59.2 12.75 1 1 12.8

E
3082938-
3-02

DE 24.22 2 2 96.9 18.29 2 2 73.2 19.89 2 2 79.6 26 1 2 52.0

11-2951-
01

SP 21.67 2 2 86.7 25.79 3 2 154.7 22.14 2 2 88.6 21.26 2 2 85.0

11-2951-
02

IT 10.48 2 2 41.9 12.48 2 2 49.9 11.32 2 2 45.3 12.48 2 2 49.9

16-2952-
03

IT 15.04 2 3 90.2 6.47 1 1 6.5 6.947 1 1 6.9 6.47 1 1 6.5

16-2952-
04

PT 20.92 2 2 83.7 5.161 1 1 5.2 5.298 1 1 5.3 15.74 2 2 63.0

Propineb 11-2956-
01

FR-N 31.65 2 2 126.6 37.67 2 2 150.7 34.19 2 2 136.8 11.92 3 2 71.5

11-2956-
02

DE 15.24 2 2 61.0 18.14 2 2 72.6 16.46 2 2 65.8 4.75 2 1 9.5

11-2956-
03

SP 19.65 2 2 78.6 17.36 2 2 69.4 20.44 2 2 81.8 18.48 2 2 37.0
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Compound Trial Country SFO DFOP FOMC HS
Chi2 fit res FQ Chi2 fit res FQ Chi2 fit res FQ Chi2 fit res FQ

11-2956-
04

IT 18.85 2 2 75.4 14.26 1 2 28.5 17.18 1 2 34.4 21.58 1 2 43.2

15-2950-
01

FR-S 22.57 2 2 90.3 13.36 2 2 53.4 18.5 2 2 74.0 13.36 2 2 53.4

15-2950-
03

DE 15.53 2 2 62.1 18.49 2 2 74.0 16.78 2 2 67.1 18.18 2 2 72.7

Table 2: Fit quality overview

# of trials per category SFO all DFOP FOMC HS
Chi2 < 15 14 24 24 25
15 < Chi2 < 25 18 9 10 9
Chi2 < 25 32 33 34 34
Chi2 > 25 4 3 2 2
         
Good Fit (1) 9 20 19 20
Acceptable Fit (2) 24 15 17 15
Bad Fit (3) 3 1 0 1
         
Good residuals (1) 4 15 13 14
Acceptable residuals (2) 26 21 21 22
Bad residuals (3) 6 0 2 0

 
Table 3 Best fit quality overview for the 6 case study compounds and kinetic models in KinGUII

Best FQ  
 [# of trials]

SFO all DFOP FOMC HS ∑ non-SFO

Fluopyram 6 0 0 0 0
Trifloxystrobin 3 1 1 1 3
Spiroxamine 1 4 0 4 5
Fluopicolide 1 2 1 2 5
Tebuconazole 1 2 0 4 5
Propineb 1 2 0 4 5
Total 13 11 2 15 23

Table 4: 21-d RES (MAF x 21d-fTWA) for a simulation of 2 applications with 10 day interval with TREC using the kinetic
parameter from KinGUII, and ratio between max and min with the 4 models (for best-fit model highlighted in bold.)
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Compound Trial Country SFO DFOP FOMC HS max / min Best fit / SFO
Fluopyram 18-2954-01 SP 0.521 0.521 0.522 0.533 1.02 1.02

 
1.00 1.00

18-2954-02 SP 0.460 0.460 0.460 0.462 1.00 1.00
18-2954-03 BUL 0.461 0.461 0.461 0.468 1.02 1.00
18-2951-01 DE 0.365 0.365 0.365 0.381 1.04 1.00
18-2951-02 DE 0.419 0.419 0.419 0.416 1.01 1.00
18-2951-03 BE 0.453 0.453 0.453 0.454 1.00 1.00

Trifloxystrobin 15-2953-01 FR-N 0.300 0.298 0.303 0.299 1.02 1.14 0.99 0.93
15-2953-02 UK 0.624 0.624 0.624 0.630 1.01 1.00
15-2953-03 IT 0.569 0.615 0.587 0.584 1.08 1.00
16-2951-01 FR-N 0.765 0.462 0.528 0.468 1.66 0.61
16-2951-02 DE 0.546 0.540 0.567 0.535 1.06 0.98
16-2955-01 FR-S 0.735 0.735 0.735 0.737 1.00 1.00

Spiroxamine 16-2958-01 FR-N 0.066 0.125 0.140 0.140 2.12 1.52 2.12 1.42
16-2958-02 DE 0.384 0.388 0.384 0.397 1.03 1.00
16-2958-03 NL 0.195 0.215 0.262 0.235 1.34 1.10
17-2950-01 DE 0.255 0.315 0.328 0.315 1.29 1.24
17-2950-02 FR-N 0.068 0.120 0.146 0.143 2.15 2.10
17-2950-03 NL 0.315 0.309 0.361 0.322 1.17 0.98

Fluopicolide 18-2950-01 DE 0.306 0.358 0.364 0.328 1.19 1.11 1.19 1.06
18-2950-02 DE 0.569 0.543 0.579 0.570 1.07 0.95
18-2950-03 NL 0.288 0.288 0.318 0.339 1.18 1.18
18-2950-04 BE 0.546 0.530 0.556 0.548 1.05 1.02
18-2955-02 IT 0.855 0.860 0.870 0.845 1.03 1.00
18-2955-04 GR 0.674 0.784 0.689 0.678 1.16 1.01

Tebuconazole E 3082938-3-01 DE 0.461 0.480 0.471 0.473 1.04 1.16 1.03 1.08
E 3082938-3-02 DE 0.406 0.361 0.399 0.437 1.21 1.08
11-2951-01 SP 0.306 0.306 0.348 0.385 1.26 1.26
11-2951-02 IT 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 1.00 1.00
16-2952-03 IT 0.697 0.606 0.736 0.619 1.21 0.89
16-2952-04 PT 0.371 0.368 0.426 0.446 1.21 1.20

Propineb 11-2956-01 FR-N 0.313 0.313 0.313 0.259 1.21 1.14 0.83 0.95
11-2956-02 DE 0.331 0.331 0.331 0.299 1.11 0.90
11-2956-03 SP 0.326 0.305 0.344 0.328 1.13 1.01
11-2956-04 IT 0.352 0.333 0.388 0.367 1.17 0.95
15-2950-01 FR-S 0.287 0.278 0.336 0.294 1.21 1.02
15-2950-03 DE 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.399 1.01 1.00

Table 5: 21-d RES (MAF x 21d-fTWA) for a simulation of 2 applications with 10 day interval with TREC using the surrogate
DT50 (FOMC-DT90 / 3.32), and comparison to best fit 21-d RES.
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Compound Trial FOMC
DT90

10%  
 reached ?

DT50  
 recalc

recalc  
 21-d RES

best fit  
 21-d RES

recalc 21d RES  
 / best fit 21-d RES

Fluopyram 18-2954-01 13.97 n 4.208 0.522 0.521 1.00 1.00
18-2954-02 11.96 y (d10) 3.602 0.461 0.460 1.00
18-2954-03 11.98 n 3.608 0.461 0.461 1.00
18-2951-01 9.126 y (d7) 2.749 0.365 0.365 1.00
18-2951-02 10.68 y (d10) 3.217 0.419 0.419 1.00
18-2951-03 11.72 y (d10) 3.530 0.453 0.453 1.00

Trifloxystrobin 15-2953-01 7.578 y (d10) 2.283 0.308 0.298 1.03 1.59
15-2953-02 17.82 n 5.367 0.624 0.624 1.00
15-2953-03 23.13 n 6.967 0.738 0.569 1.30
16-2951-01 207.6 n 62.530 1.691 0.468 3.61
16-2951-02 34.02 n 10.247 0.903 0.567 1.59
16-2955-01 23.02 n 6.934 0.736 0.735 1.00

Spiroxamine 16-2958-01 3.798 y (d6) 1.144 0.157 0.140 1.12 1.48
16-2958-02 9.657 n 2.909 0.384 0.384 1.00
16-2958-03 10.35 y (d10) 3.117 0.408 0.215 1.90
17-2950-01 15.6 n 4.699 0.567 0.315 1.80
17-2950-02 4.205 y (d7) 1.267 0.174 0.143 1.22
17-2950-03 16.73 n 5.039 0.597 0.322 1.85

Fluopicolide 18-2950-01 17.47 n 5.262 0.615 0.364 1.69 1.42
18-2950-02 20.87 n 6.286 0.693 0.543 1.28
18-2950-03 9.038 n 2.722 0.362 0.339 1.07
18-2950-04 18.56 n 5.590 0.642 0.556 1.15
18-2955-02 119.3 n 35.934 1.500 0.855 1.75
18-2955-04 51.7 n 15.572 1.066 0.678 1.57

Tebuconazole E 3082938-3-01 20.82 n 6.271 0.692 0.473 1.46 1.88
E 3082938-3-02 28.3 y (d14) 8.524 0.826 0.437 1.89
11-2951-01 10.32 n 3.108 0.407 0.385 1.06
11-2951-02 15.89 n 4.786 0.575 0.575 1.00
16-2952-03 1000 n 301.205 1.930 0.619 3.12
16-2952-04 67.52 n 20.337 1.222 0.446 2.74

Propineb 11-2956-01 7.72 y (d7) 2.325 0.313 0.259 1.21 1.44
11-2956-02 8.191 y (d7) 2.467 0.331 0.299 1.11
11-2956-03 10.73 y (d10) 3.232 0.421 0.328 1.28
11-2956-04 18.72 n 5.639 0.645 0.333 1.94
15-2950-01 17.69 y (d7) 5.328 0.621 0.294 2.11
15-2950-03 10.26 y (d7) 3.090 0.405 0.404 1.00

 
 
Table 6: Ratio between 21-d RES (MAF x 21d-fTWA) for a simulation of 2 applications with 10 day interval with TREC using
the DT50 from SFO3 and 21-d RES from the respective best fit model

  # best fit is SFO7 (all data) Ratio of SFO3 21-d RES / best fit 21-d RES
mean over 6 trials min over 6 trials max over 6 trials

Fluopyram 6 1.16 1.01 1.30
Trifloxystrobin 3 0.98 0.81 1.10
Spiroxamine 1 1.01 0.83 1.14
Fluopicolide 1 0.97 0.83 1.05
Tebuconazole 1 0.92 0.73 1.09
Propineb 1 1.02 0.73 1.36

Figures
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Figure 1

Examples for �t quality scores (trial 16-2958-01). Left panel: SFO with score 3 for a bad �t (all points missed from day 3) and score 3 for
large and systematic residuals (y-axis scales > 10% of the y-axis for the �t because of relatively large residuals, more than 3 consecutive
data points on the same side of the x-axis). Right panel: HS with score 1 for a good if not excellent �t (most of the points on the curve) and
score 1 for good residuals (y-axis scales < 10% of the y-axis for the �t because of relatively small residuals, not more than 2 consecutive
data points on the same side of the x-axis).
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